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By Mary Woster Haug

Paperback. Condition: New. 222 pages. A beautifully written memoir that weaves outer and inner
landscapes of family and life in South Dakota and in South Korea. Mary Woster Haug offers a
lovely, ruminative book transcending usual boundaries of memoir and travel writing. Set in
modern, bustling Korea during a teaching year abroad, but forever grounded within implicating
memories from South Dakotas stark landscape, Haugs writing evokes the intoxications of boiled
silkworm, blood sausage, and Korean kimchi. These appear amid wafting tugs of childhood illness,
a sometimes overanxious mother, and the magic of a childhood in Lakota country. . . . Such
intricate artistry, dating back some twenty-two centuries in Korea, fashions Haugs own book where
knots of writer observation and memory grow all the stronger for our efforts to unravel them.
Daniel W. Lehman, Co-Editor of River Teeth: A Journal of Nonfiction Narrative This item ships from
multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is great. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life period will probably be transform when you complete reading this
article book.
-- Wilfor d Metz-- Wilfor d Metz

This published book is wonderful. It is one of the most incredible book we have go through. I realized this pdf from my i and dad advised this book to learn.
-- Felicia  Heidenr eich-- Felicia  Heidenr eich
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